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September 6th, 2018

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street
Box 250, Vancouver, B.C.
V6Z 2N3 

Attention: Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary

KASCA #81 Response to Commercial Energy Consumers Association (CEC) of British Columbia
Information Request #1 On KSCA #81 Evidence

FortisBC Inc 2017 Cost of Service Analysis and Rate Design

“1. Reference: Exhibit C4-11, Cover Letter Exhibit 22 offers the alternative of a "Minimum Bill", with 
Table 1 illustrating (as discussed in Andy Shadrack's Final Argument in FortisBC Inc. - 2009 Rate 
Design and Cost of Service and in Order G-156-10) how a high Basic Customer Charge creates 
discriminatory pricing against low-useage customers. 

1.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that in situations in which Basic Customer charges do not 
recover the full cost of service for individual 'customer' costs, but are instead recovered in volumetric 
charges are in fact discriminating against high usage customers who are forced to recover the fixed 
costs for each customer in favour of low to no usage customers”. 

KSCA81 Response to CEC IR 1.1:

Not confirmed. Under the current FortisBC (FBC) Cost of Service Analysis (COSA) and rate design, as
per principles outlined by Garfield and Lovejoy in Public Utility Economics in 1964, KSCA81 believes, 
as does the Washington State Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC), that the Basic 
Customer Charge (BCC) should be limited to recovering:

“...meter, metering expenses, billing costs, and the related general plant... 

“...The basic customer method does not allow any fixed costs related to the distribution, generation, or
transmission of electricity. It is solely related to billing and metering”. 

(Exhibit 23, Email correspondence with Jason Ball, Deputy Assistant Director, Energy Resource
Economics & Reliability (ER2), Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission).

As Garfield and Lovejoy noted in their magnum opus, the principles followed by the WUTC for 
customer costs include:

“...the expenses of meter reading, billing collecting and accounting, and the costs associated with 
such company property as metering equipment and service connection”, (Garfield, Paul J and Lovejoy,
Wallace F, “The Essentials of Rate Regulation”, Pricing Policies, Public Utility Economics, Prentice 
Hall, 1964, p 154).
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In fact as early as 1992, the WUTC directed that:

"...the parties not...propose the Minimum System approach in the future unless technological changes 
in the utility industry emerge, justifying revised proposals" (Docket No.UE-920499, Ninth Supp. Order 
on Rate Design, 1992, p 11). 

More specifically, in 1983, the WUTC initially rejected:

“...the company's use of the zero-intercept method.  The minimum system method, of which the zero 
intercept method is a variant, is also rejected.  Both methods are likely to lead to the double allocation 
of costs to residential customers and over allocation of costs to low use customers”, (Cause U-83-26, 
Fifth Supp. Order, P. 33).

And again in 1989, the WUTC explicitly stated:

“In this case, the only directive the Commission will give regarding future cost of service studies is to 
repeat its rejection of the inclusion of the costs of a minimum-sized distribution system among 
customer-related costs.  As the Commission stated in previous orders, the minimum system method is
likely to lead to the double allocation of costs to residential customers and over-allocation of costs to 
low-use customers.  Costs such as meter reading, billing, the cost of meters and service drops, are 
properly attributable to the marginal cost of serving a single customer.  The cost of a minimum sized 
system is not. The parties should not use the minimum system approach in future studies”, (Cause U-
89-2688-T, Third Supp. Order, P. 71).

Thus for 35 years the WUTC has followed the principles laid out by Garfield and Lovejoy in which:

“Energy costs include, for the most part expenses for fuel1, fuel handling1, and part of the power plant 
operating and maintenance expenses. Demand or capacity costs consist of all or most of the plant- 
related costs, such as return on rate base, principal taxes, the annual depreciation accrual and certain
expenses of operation and maintenance,” (Opcit, p154).

1 Reference primarily to coal and to a lesser extent oil, gas and the emerging nuclear power in the 
United States.

In contrast, for at least twenty-six years, FBC and its predecessors have been using a COSA that has 
overcharged residential customers, and low use customers in particular. This is confirmed when it is 
understood that, between January 1st, 2009 and 2017, FBC’s basic residential customer charge rose 
from $11.88 to $16.05, and that FBC is now before the Commission applying for an increase to 
$18.70, when, under the COSA and rate design allowed by the WUTC, FBC’s same basic residential 
customer charge would be only $9.39 (Comparison of Basic Charge/Flat Rate Options KASC81 
Response to FBC IR#1.3.1 and B-33, FBC Response to KASC81 IR # 2.1.2.I). 

The problem that the current COSA and rate design causes is best illustrated by reviewing the cost 
impact on two residential customers, who use on average 10.5 kWh/day and 29.6 kWh/day 
respectively. While the amount of electricity used by the former customer is approximately 35.5% of 
the latter, the actual cost to the lower useage customer is 8% higher proportionally, and on a per kWh 
basis the lower useage customer actually ends up paying approximately 81.5% more per kWh than 
the higher useage customer (B-27, FBC IR#2.1.14.vi response to KSCA81).

How does this come to pass? FBC, by including volumetric distribution costs within its Minimum 
System COSA analysis, artificially increases the cost of the BCC, violating the pricing principles 
expounded by Garfield and Lovejoy in 1964. What Garfield and Lovejoy observed was that each 
customer must be appropriately allocated both the cost of the capacity needed to deliver the electricity



that they require and the length of time over which it must be delivered, including the amount of time 
and volume of electricity allocated during peak periods (Opcit, p 163).

Garfield and Lovejoy outline the concept behind these principles as follows:

“One kilowatt-hour of energy is the result of one kilowatt operated for one hour. The kilowatt is also a 
measure of capacity of electrical equipment and the “load” or demand for power by a customer, a 
customer class, or the system as a whole. Thus, a 150-watt light can cause a load or demand of 150 
watts or 0.15 kilowatt. If operated for ten hours, 1.5 kilowat hours of energy would be consumed (10 x.
0.15 = 1.5). The relation between power and energy, therefore, is one of time. Power equals energy 
divided by time; and energy equals power multiplied by time”, (Ibid, p 152).

Thus if FBC, in its COSA, takes a portion of the production, transmission and distribution costs, as is 
the case using the Minimum System method, and allocates those costs equally to each customer, then
it in fact over-allocates costs to the customer who requires the operation of the production, 
transmission and distribution system for less time than a customer who requires those components to 
operate for a longer period of time because they are using more electricity.

“1.2 Please confirm that movement towards increasing the recovery of individual customer costs in the
basic customer charge may be felt more highly by low usage customers, but in fact reduces 
discrimination in rates which currently favour of low to no usage customers who do not necessarily 
recover their cost of service”.

KSCA81 Response to CEC IR#1.1.2:

Confirmed that low useage customers will experience the increase in the BCC more than a high 
useage customer, but not confirmed that low to no-useage customers are being subsidized by high 
useage customers, if costs contained in and allocated to the BCC are either energy or 
capacity/demand costs related to volumetric and time incurred costs by the company.

KSCA81 acknowledges that FBC needs to allocate the cost of production, purchase, transmission and
distribution such that the resulting system has the capacity to deliver enough electricity during peak 
demand, and so that FBC can recover its costs and the required rate of return. None of these costs, 
however, have anything to do with the BCC, as they should strictly relate to direct connection 
customer costs only.

Thus KSCA81 does not agree that the way to allocate those costs is by designing, through the COSA, 
an artificially constructed Minimum System, which is then allocated in part or by component on an 
equal basis to each customer regardless of how much electricity they use, whether that be to each 
class or internally within a specific class.  

In effect, what CEC is proposing is that if a customer were to buy less gasoline or no gasoline in a 
month, they should still pay the gas station owner a basic monthly charge for purchase of gasoline. Or 
if a customer were to buy a turkey twice a year, at Thanksgiving and Christmas, they should pay the 
grocery store or butcher a monthly fee for the purchase of a turkey every month for twelve months of 
the year.

Such a proposition is ludicrous, as is the Minimum System method of analysis that falsely allocates 
costs to a customer that he or she does not cause to be incurred. What does make sense, and is a fair
allocation of costs, is one that allocates to each customer the monthly cost of each customer being a 
customer of FBC, namely the capital cost of the meter, reading the meter, billing and accounting, and 
the cost of the physical plant in which those activities are housed.



Any other costs should be apportioned to each class, and to each customer within that class, based 
on the volume of electricity and the time it takes to deliver that electricity, including the time of day that 
the electricity is delivered, if the cost of producing and purchasing that electricity varies by time of year
and day.

Any other method of COSA and rate design that allocates volumetric costs to a customer that does not
cause those volumetric costs to be incurred by FBC is a misallocation of costs to that particular 
customer. This practice must stop. And KSCA81 is now considering whether or not to take this matter 
up with the BC Attorney General and/or the BC Auditor General as well. 

In this context, while KSCA81 acknowledges that the Commission does not have the specific 
jurisdiction to order creation of residential rates for low-income customers, the fact remains that up to 
one in four children in Kaslo and the surrounding rural area live below the poverty line. 

Thus it is highly problematic for KSCA81 when it is determined that between 2008 and 2017, while the
BC Consumer Price Index only rose by 11.3%, the number of kWh a residential customer within the 
FBC service area could access with a $30 monthly budget declined by 51.9%, 47.6% on a $40 budget
and 44.7% on a $50 budget (KSCA81 Response to FBC IR#1.3.1 on KSCA81 Evidence). 

The total decline in accessible kWh between 2009 and 2023, if the FBC “flat” rate design proposal in 
Table 6 of their application is adopted, would be 60.5%, 52% and 47.9% respectively. KSCA81 
therefore urges CEC to have an open mind as to how we can all ensure that low income seniors and 
low income families can access the maximum number of kWh of electricity per month.

Accessing sufficient electricity to carry out the daily functions of a household, such as cooking food, 
washing clothes and heating one’s primary place of residence, should not be regarded as a luxury that
the poorest among us in our communities can no longer afford. There but for the grace of God go I.

Between 2014 and 2017, for example, the total number of visits by seniors and disabled persons to 
the Kaslo Food Hub rose from 531 to 894 - noting that 40% of Kaslo’s permanent population is 60 or 
older. Further, 26.2% of all full time permanent Kaslo residents have a low income, as compared to 
15.5% in BC and 14.2% in Canada as a whole.

As Garfield and Lovejoy note:

“While theoretical economic analysis can be highly useful in assisting policy makers who must decide 
what is “fair” or “justfied”, it cannot do so alone because ethical, strategic and public policy 
considerations also bear upon such decisions. This suggest that the application of theoretical 
economics to public utility rate making, while useful, also has important limitations” (Opcit, p 147).

Such is the case for the Minimum System method of analysis used by FBC, which needs to be 
replaced because it is an obsolete concept that no longer effectively helps create a fair and just rate 
design between classes of customer and intra-class within the residential class.

Most recently Canada adopted “Opportunity for All – Canada’s First Poverty Reduction Strategy”:

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/news/2018/08/backgrounder-opportunity-
for-all--canadas-first-poverty-reduction-strategy.html?_cldee=YXNoYWRyYUB0ZWx1cy5uZXQ
%3d&recipientid=contact-df16704dded9e61181c0005056bc2daa-
b2712cf07cdf46319c78fe420d702308&esid=a8ac7075-f8a6-e811-80cc-005056bc7996

This in and of itself was a response to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities 2017 
recommendations, Ending Poverty Starts Locally: Municipal Recommendations for a Poverty 
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Reduction Strategy, July, 2017: 

https://fcm.ca/Documents/issues/Poverty_Reduction_EN.pdf?
_cldee=YXNoYWRyYUB0ZWx1cy5uZXQ%3d&recipientid=contact-
df16704dded9e61181c0005056bc2daa-b2712cf07cdf46319c78fe420d702308&esid=a8ac7075-f8a6-
e811-80cc-005056bc7996

All of which is respectfully submitted
Andy Shadrack
for Kaslo Senior Citizens Association Branch #81
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